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The problem of transforming Real World Data into Real World Evidence is becoming
increasingly important in the frameworks of Digital Health and Personalized Medicine,
especially with the availability of modern algorithms of Artificial Intelligence high computing
power, and large storage facilities.Even where Real World Data are well maintained in a
hospital data warehouse and are made available for research purposes, many aspects
need to be addressed to build an effective architecture enabling researchers to extract
knowledge from data.We describe the first year of activity at Gemelli Generator RWD, the
challenges we faced and the solutions we put in place to build a Real World Data laboratory
at the service of patients and health researchers. Three classes of services are available
today: retrospective analysis of existing patient data for descriptive and clustering
purposes; automation of knowledge extraction, ranging from text mining, patient
selection for trials, to generation of new research hypotheses; and finally the creation
of Decision Support Systems, with the integration of data from the hospital data
warehouse, apps, and Internet of Things.
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1 INTRODUCTION–REAL WORLD EVIDENCE AND DIGITAL
HEALTH

The huge availability of data from different generic and special purpose information technology (IT)
systems in today’s healthcare process is profoundly impacting knowledge management for medical
specialists, by providing new insight and understanding in all diagnostic and prognostic domains.
This will progressively help reshaping the care process to design personalized therapies and improve
quality of care.

By leveraging the continuous flow of data produced during routine clinical practice–what is now
generically defined as the generation of Real World Evidence - researchers and medical staff have at
reach new and better ways to take decisions. A large amount of information from several patients’
clinical histories can be readily available, providing the base to identify disease and care patterns,
linking biomarkers to outcomes, and creating reference frameworks where a physician can relate the
health status of a patient with other patients’ histories, use this newly-acquired knowledge to design
fit-for-purpose therapies and improve quality of care through more personalized treatments. Apart
from the conventional source of data, great attention has been indeed focused on the collection of
data from real life situations, producing a prominent change in the process of reviewing and
interpreting data (Lewis et al., 2017 et al.).
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The emergence of a new era in personalized and translational
medicine has been brought about by the verification of new data
sets through the accessibility of omics data, ranging from health
records, lab reports, bio-images to more innovative data
harvesting approaches (Cesario et al., 2021a).

Shifting the perspective towards the data side, we observe that
the definition and common understanding about Real World
Data (RWD) in healthcare has been so far quite controversial
(Hiramatsu et al., 2021).

This was recently further analyzed by the FDA, who
extensively defined health RWD as the data acquired from
medical records, surveys, mobile applications, registries and
administrative or insurance related databases (https://www.fda.
gov/science-research/science-and-research-special-topics/real-
world-evidence). Even the optimal use and exploitation of RWD,
especially in the context of the European union, is a closely
discussed topic (Gill et al., 2016).

As a result, Evidence based Medicine which uses randomized
Clinical trials to answer a given research question could
potentially be supplemented by the new RWD based
translational approach.

In truth, despite the similarities, these twomethods differ from
each other with regards to the quality of data, mechanisms of data
collection as well as data interpretation and actionability. The
incorporation of RWD data management AI based models is
necessary and will therefore serve as an improved and more ideal
option in supporting decision making in personalized,
translational and multi-omics predictive systems. This
approach will enhance the collection and processing of
substantial amounts of data which were previously
inaccessible, thereby giving clinicians the ability to decipher
the relationship between different, uncorrelated variables to
improve patient care and boost their decisional capacity
(Abernethy et al., 2010).

The need for Clinical data scientists will soon become
compelling for the investigation of novel AI-based research
applications, and the analysis of medical data. We are in the
middle of the digital transformation in healthcare, a huge,
challenging transition. The creation of integrated
frameworks–combination of technology, process, skills and
organization - transforming data and information into
actionable knowledge is not unique of healthcare: It is at the
core of digital transformation for any industry and knowledge
domain.

Yet, healthcare is probably one of the most challenging
domains for digital transformation, due to general and specific
sources of complexity, which can be summarized as follows:

• Data integration and transformation: healthcare systems
constantly generate data of quite different nature, with
significant technical challenges (implementing efficient
extraction and transformation process); quality related
issues (ensuring data have a well understood meaning,
and introducing effective validation process); and the
ambition to render this information effective and
understandable for the end user (with proper integration,
visualization and fruition methods)

• Skill and organization: to ensure that technical solutions are
directed to solve the right problems, and that these are used
by non-IT experts (the medical staff) in the most effective
way, transformation initiatives must leverage the right mix
of skills with a user-oriented, incremental approach

• Ethical and privacy challenges: protection of patient’s
privacy and strong, unquestionable ethical criteria, with
constant focus of benefit for patients and care, must be
continuously validated and tracked, leveraging independent
bodies and experts, with strict adherence to regulatory
norms and robust practices engrained in daily execution
from all actors

We will share our experience in designing and
implementing an approach trying to address all these
aspects in a coordinated way. The result is the creation of
an execution framework where a large hospital, with high
volumes of care and extensive pathologies treatment, can
leverage digital transformation, analytics and AI to progress
both in clinical research and practice.

This project is being executed at Fondazione Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli, one of the largest Italian
hospitals with care and clinical research missions, recently
ranked as 45th clinical center at European level. Under the
name of GENERATOR REAL WORLD DATA Facility, this
initiative is supporting many research groups, and provides
data analysis and modelling expertise, structured methods for
data governance and processing, project design and
implementation, management of ethical and privacy aspects.

This work is organized as follows:

• Firstly, we analyze some key challenges and how
GENERATOR RWD is addressing them:

• Data integration and management, definition of replicable
approach to organize disease-specific knowledge domain
and research projects.

• Focus on privacy-preserving methods and ethical aspects.

Skills and organization development, in terms of education,
project organization and role mapping.

• Then we show how analysis and models are developed
starting from data organized for the specific study/
pathology domain; we go through some use cases to
describe the execution framework and assets exploited:
AI and Machine Learning; data visualization and decision
support tools; digital platforms for patient journey support.

• Subsequently, we provide an overview of the value creation
patterns which are actively pursued through GENERATOR
(such as research projects; transnational consortia
initiatives; industrial co-development) and how effective
data governance methods can be implemented to be
consistent with privacy goals in open collaboration
scenarios.

• Finally, we share our perspective on future project steps and
areas to be addressed and strengthened, given that the
project is evolving day by day.
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2 PART 1: KEY CHALLENGES AND
ENABLING FACTORS

2.1 Data Integration and Data Management
In a modern hospital, digital information comes from vastly
different data sources, often tailored to the needs of the specific
procedure originating them. Typical examples are:

• Structured or semi-structured data sources with
administrative information (admission, discharge,
transfers between wards, billing codes ).

• Structured or semi-structured data sources (laboratory
exams results, vital parameters measurements ).

• Unstructured data sources (clinical notes and observations
collected during the hospitalization and at the time of
discharge).

• Imaging data typically stored on RIS-PACS (Radiology
Information System/Picture Archiving and
Communication System) in Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format.

Data-storing and the data-exchange processes involve a
deep understanding of communication standards such as
Clinical Document Architecture (CDA), Health Level Seven
(HL7), and Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(FHIRE) to name the most relevant. For these reasons, a
data integration layer between the data sources and the
Research and Developement (R&D) personnel is particularly
important to extract valuable information and create added
value associated to the mere data collection and data exchange
processes.

This is compounded with the need to implement and integrate
innovative approaches to provide clinicians and researchers with
Real World information to gain a more complete picture and
understanding of the patient by capturing their unique
characteristics (Ahmed et al., 2020; Cesario et al., 2021b). To
fully implement and benefit from this innovative approach,
integration of mixed and heterogeneous data from several
domains and contexts should be addressed, including personal
factors, such as education, lifestyle, physical functions,
environmental and social elements, and individual preferences
(Cesario et al., 2021c). Thus, in this perspective, electronic health
records (EHR) need to be augmented by assorted data sources,
among which tools like questionnaires, wearable devices and
mobile applications, which collect Patient Reported Outcomes
(PROs), and Patient Reported Experiences (PREs), innovative
and promising RWD sources. Even if the technological progress
of the last decades gave a significant boost to this approach, the
collection, integration and analysis of Real World Data (RWD)
from varied sources in an effective way is still one of the biggest
challenges that Personalized Medicine and, specifically, Gemelli
Generator is addressing.

This novel approach is a great step forward in patient
management, especially those with overly complex situations;
multimorbidity, polypharmacotherapy, frailty and chronic
disease (Cesario et al., 2021c).

Information science has defined a paradigm to describe and
manage this complexity: Big Data.

2.2 The 4 Vs of Big Data
The concept of Big Data is based on four fundamental metrics,
namely Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity.

Volume is defined as the raw amount of data items that are
present in the Data Warehouse (DWH) at a given time. At the
time of writing, Gemelli Generator can count on over 800 million
atomic data items related to over 15 years of patient history, lab
tests, physician visits at Policlinico Gemelli. Figure 1 shows the
progression in the last years.

Velocity is related to the amount of new data items that are
made available in a given time interval and to the frequency of
updates of the models learnt from data. Gemelli Generator data
storage and processing take advantage of a dedicated cluster, with
high performance, automated backup procedures and high
availability.

Variety measures the diversity of data types that are seen in the
data warehouse. Figure 2 shows the distribution of data sources
available to Gemelli Generator.

Integration with data from other sources, like the world of
-omics (e.g.: Radiomics: information from automated analysis of
diagnostic images such as CT-Scans, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI’s), Positron Emission Tomography (PT-scans),
radiograms) enhances this parameter and gives medical
professionals the opportunity to design elaborate, complex
studies relying on many different aspects of the patient.

Veracity concerns the quality of the data which is of
paramount importance in any study. Two key issues must be
addressed. First, semantic consistency must be preserved: when
we choose a variable to be included in a study, we want to be sure
that the meaning we are assuming for that covariate is the same
with which it was collected. This aspect will be explored in one of
the following sections.

Another, not less important, issue arises when some data items
are simply wrong. Automated services, called Bots, are in place to
intercept patently wrong values, based on the acceptable domain
of the variables: nobody is 4 m tall, or lives 200 years; there is no

FIGURE 1 | Data availability vs time in the Gemelli Data Warehouse
(millions of data items).
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stage 7 in cancer classification, and so on. Finally, missing values
are easy to spot, and can be treated with well-known data science
techniques, like imputations, where appropriate.

2.3 Real World Data: Implementing Rapid
Learning
Initially proposed in 2007 in Health Affairs (Etheredge 2014) the
Rapid Learning approach is based on the availability of a large
amount of Real World Data: patient data collected by Hospital IT
systems during ordinary day by day clinical practice. While the
golden standard for clinical research is the canonical clinical trial,
there is clinical data that is routinely recorded into the hospital
systems, thus presenting no additional effort to the researcher
(Lambin et al., 2013). Use of this kind of data is complementary to
the clinical trial approach, allowing for different research models
to be exploited (Lambin et al., 2015).

For these reasons, implementation of the Rapid Learning
paradigm is one of the strategic goals that Gemelli Generator
has established for its first development phase. This goal is being
pursued through the implementation of a number of services to
clinical research, of which some examples are listed below.

The first example is that of retrospective studies based on large
numbers of patients aimed at building predictive models and
decision support systems. Availability of integration pathways
with heterogeneous data sources allows for the creation of models
based, for instance, on clinical data, exams, diagnostic imaging,
genomics, real-life data, and more. The considerable number of
variables involved in these models asks for consequently adequate

numbers of patients made available to the study. It is easy to see
how this can only be achieved in a Big Data environment, possibly
with the collaboration of many territorially distributed hospitals.

Another option offered by Rapid Learning based on Real
World Data is that of evaluating changes in clinical guidelines
for specific pathologies. This is based on the idea that, after a

FIGURE 2 | Overview of the type of data available in the data warehouse to date.

FIGURE 3 | The circular path of Rapid Learning (courtesy of P. Lambin
et al., 2015).
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change in guidelines comes into effect, objective benefits should
be observed in the general population of patients to whom the
guidelines are applicable (Figure 3). Availability of a large
amount of patient data and adequate analysis tools are crucial
to this on-field evaluation step.

Generation of new evidence and research hypotheses is
another possibility offered by the Rapid Learning approach
based on Real World Data. This can be seen as
complementary to the evaluation of changes in clinical
guidelines. While in that case Real World Data were used to
help evaluate the effectiveness of some changes in clinical
guidelines, here we see things from the other side: we offer
clinical researchers tools for a quick evaluation of a research
hypothesis. In this way, intuitions can be tested at a low cost, and
if the idea is confirmed, a solid clinical trial can be built around it
(Figure 4).

For given pathologies, the considerable number of patient
data accrued through time in the hospital data warehouse
means that many distinct groups of patients are well
represented. These groups can be identified by clustering
algorithms. Clinicians can study these clusters, understand
the differences between them, and finally personalize therapies
based on what cluster a given patient belongs to. This can be
regarded as an effective approach to personalized medicine:
the idea that the choice of a therapy should not be exclusively
based on the identification of the pathology, but that individual

factors should also enter the equation and lead to the choice of
more effective options, when available, for the specific patient.

Availability of a well-organized large amount of clinical
data is also key for the selection of patients for clinical trials.
Patients to be included in a trial are specified by a set of
attributes, which can range from simple ones, like age, to more
elaborate, like the results of some given clinical tests. The
process of selecting eligible patients from those available is
often long and error prone. An automated approach based,
when necessary, on the AI-guided interpretation of clinical
reports via text mining and Natural Language Processing
techniques, makes this process fast and safe, leaving the
clinicians only a final check and refinement to be performed
on a reduced subset of candidates. It is easy to see the
advantages both in terms of quick availability of the results
and cost effectiveness of the approach.

Finally, it is important to remember that in a RWD
environment like Gemelli Generator, new data are made
available by the hospital DWH on a daily basis. This means
that new, updated versions of predictive models and decision
support systems can be created periodically, giving researchers a
dynamic view through time. At the same time, this is an ideal data
source for clinical management quality assurance processes,
which are cyclical by nature.

Managing and exploiting the huge amount of data made
available by the hospital information infrastructure, and

FIGURE 4 | Multiple reusability of data and results in Rapid Learning (courtesy of P. Lambin et al., 2015).
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implementing the Rapid Learning Paradigm, is the task of the
Gemelli Generator infrastructure.

2.4 The Gemelli Generator Infrastructure
The Gemelli GENERATOR infrastructure was designed and
implemented, with the main purpose of managing, centralizing
and standardizing the variety of data through a data curation
process.

The infrastructure is composed of three main parts: the Data
Warehouse/data lake layer, the data marts layer and the data
analytics layer (Figure 5).

The first layer, within the protected space of our ICT
(Information and Communications Technology) department,
depicted in Figure 5 as an impassable wall, is characterized by
the collection of longitudinal clinical data by producing specific
views (such as information on admissions, reports on various
clinical areas, information on laboratory analyses, etc.) that are
essentially replicas of the archives that are filled daily in the course
of clinical practice.

These views and external data sources, which are
automatically maintained and updated daily, are made
accessible to the Real world data facility in pseudonymized
form. Data made available in the data lake, are enriched in the
Gemelli Generator infrastructure by external data sources, which
may be related to departmental archives (not directly connected
to the computerized medical record) and external devices for the
collection of Real World data.

This diverse variety of data sources is used as input of the
second part of the infrastructure, responsible for data

qualification, validation, quality check and creation of thematic
data marts.

In our perspective, a data mart is a complete representation of
the available data on a specific area of knowledge (examples are
COVID-19, breast oncology, chronic lung disease). This type of
approach allows the individual researcher to interrogate the
specific data mart to carry out several studies without having
to invest additional time in data retrieval and curation.
Pseudonymized data defined based on a specific ontology,
described in more detail in the following section, are queried
and integrated through the implementation of specific Extract,
Transform and Load (ETL) procedures. The use of such
procedures allows the integration of clinical data from
different applications through the creation of relational
databases. Data quality is checked through the application of
ad-hoc Bots.

Finally, the third layer has the main purpose of extracting
knowledge and value from the different data marts through the
application of machine learning and AI models to develop
prognostic and diagnostic predictive tools to be put at the
service of the clinician and the patient as clinical decision
support systems through user-friendly interfaces.

Our data marts are hosted in SAS databases located on a high
availability cluster node. Local SQL Server and SQL Server Lite
are also used for specific aims. Computations are performed on
dedicated nodes on the cluster, which also features the availability
of CUDA processors for parallel machine learning. Software tools
include SAS 9.4, SAS VIYA, R, Python 3 with machine learning
libraries, C#, Julia 1.6 with machine learning and optimization

FIGURE 5 |Overview of the Generator Real World Data Architecture composed of three main blocks: data lake layer, data integration layer and data analytics layer.
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libraries (mainly Convex.jl). For data visualization tasks, we
employ a Python/Django or a Python/Dash infrastructure in
order to allow quick plug-and-play dashboard that can be
modified on the fly and propagated on a load-balancer for
easy scalability. As many of our services are designed as web-
services, we are also able to allow clinicians to connect from
nearly any device with an internet browser, and as such offer
notable flexibility in displaying the results of our projects.

In the following paragraphs we will briefly describe how the
second layer interfaces with the first, to obtain an effective
standardization of data collection through the definition of
automated, high-quality ontologies, using Bots.

An interesting example of what a Big Data framework like
Gemelli Generator can achieve is found in the integration project
with a tool, designed and developed by Fondazione Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli (FPUAG) for internal use, called
Digital Research Assistant (Figure 6). The tool was conceived to
enhance communication among clinicians and achieve
optimization of patients’ accrual in clinical trials (Cesario
et al., 2021d).

A connection with Generator RWD has been designed, to give
clinicians the opportunity to query the Generator RWD data
marts and check, for each selected patient, for availability of Real
World Data that can add information to what is already present at
the Digital Research Assistant (DRA) level and suggest new
research hypotheses, based on ready-to-use, quality checked
data to the clinical professional.

2.5 Standardized Data Collection
One of the crucial aspects of the second layer of the Generator
infrastructure is the definition of a standardized data collection
whose main goal is to normalize clinical and Real World data in
terms of data structures, interpretation, and coding. This

systematization, which makes use of internationally approved
codes (such as International Classification disease (ICD),
Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) etc.), is designed to overcome
the limitations of a complicated technical language. Moreover,
this approach effectively overcomes language barriers making
international collaborations easier to achieve. For each of the
projects using the Generator infrastructure, an Excel template is
compiled in which for each of the variables to be included in the
study, the clinical area to which it belongs (laboratory analysis,
pathological anatomy, radiology, etc.), the name of the field, the
definition of each field, the unit of measurement when applicable,
data type and validation pattern, the names of the various
applications from which to extract the information and, in
case of free-text report, the lists of search terms are defined.

The use of a standardized data collection in the creation of
large databases can help interoperability among different
databases, homogenization of data analysis and facilitate
international cooperation. These are typically specific to the
area of clinical application (12–16 Lancellotta et al., 2020;
Alitto et al., 2017; Chiesa et al., 2020; Marazzi et al., 2021;
Tagliaferri et al., 2018) and represent the first phase of any
clinical research project using the Generator infrastructure.

Automation of the ETL process: the extraction Bots.
As discussed in the earlier paragraphs, once the ontology has

been defined and the ETL procedures for the creation of thematic
data marts have been implemented, it is crucial to hook up a
whole series of services that guarantee automatic feeding and high
data quality. Indeed, to make this process possible and
maintainable, it is essential to put in place services that
automatically control and securely access the information
stored in the data marts called Bots. With the term Bot we
define all those automated services that allow to feed in real-
time thematic data marts, to convert a textual data source into a

FIGURE 6 | The DIgital research assistant dashboard.
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structured table, to check the quality and consistency of data and,
finally, to apply and update predictive models.

One of the most critical applications of Bots in clinical
practice is the process of transforming textual data into
structured tables, this workflow linked to the Generator
infrastructure is shown in Figure 7. This workflow
constitutes the Bot called unstructured data extractor. These
tasks are typically used to filter, normalize and clean the report
to identify key information to be made structured. In more
detail, once the part of the report which we want to analyze has
been identified, it is mandatory to divide the text into small
parts called tokens. The tokenization process in fact, is the
process of breaking text documents apart into those pieces.
The second fundamental textual normalization process is
stemming, which reduces a word to its root form. The last
process of normalizing the text allows the elimination of stop
words which are a set of commonly used words in a language.
Once the report has been normalized and standardized, the
Part of speech tagging is the process of finding and tagging the
part of speech of every token in a document. All the above steps
are preparatory to the identification of the concepts to be
extracted from the reports and to be structured to generate the
final table.

Regarding the quality of the data that will make up the various
data marts, dedicated Bots called data validators, have been set up
according to the type of variable to be checked. In the case of EHR
laboratory test data, for example, we can define the acceptable
range for each test to identify possible out-of-threshold values
that may be considered suspicious and worthy of a dedicated
investigation. In the generator infrastructure, in the case of
structured clinical data, there are Bots to check for outliers
based on acceptability ranges defined with the clinicians and
cross-correlation techniques to check the consistency of the
variables. In the case of data coming from free text sources,
the situation is more complex. For this type of source, we have
provided the possibility of using dedicated user interfaces, which
allow the clinician to have direct access to each individual report
accompanied by the structured information generated by the Bot.

2.7 Data Privacy and Data Protection
The GENERATOR RWD research facility relies on a structured
interface and integration layer with the operational IT systems of
the hospital, as described in the earlier section. From the personal
data protection perspective, this means that a “privacy by design”
approach is implemented. As previously noted, ICT hospital unit
and GENERATOR RWD have developed pseudonymization
procedures that convert patient sensitive information into
encrypted data, so that the creation of thematic data marts
and studies are always executed using pseudonymized data. If
study outcomes are to be linked to clinical process (for care
validation and traceability purposes) the medical staff and ICT
can define back-tracking processes to verify results on specific
patient data, but this is outside of GENERATOR RWD mode of
operation. In addition, the upfront pseudonymization procedures
are periodically tested and upgraded to strengthen security
measures.

The legal framework to define and test that such privacy-by-
design approach is effective and compliant with patient data
protection is the EU Regulation 2016/679 (General Data
Protection Regulation) and corresponding Italian decrees (196/
2003 and updated 101/2018). In line with such legal framework,
Generator RWD infrastructure has also been validated through a
specific impact analysis (DPIA, Data Protection Impact
Assessment), jointly performed by the hospital Data Protection
Officier (DPO) and ICT organization, to verify technical
implementations (hardware and software infrastructure, user
management policies, potential security vulnerability) and
execution processes (roles and responsibilities, document
classification, document management, physical access and
policies, . . . ).

When a new study is designed and the data model/ontology
defined, both the GENERATOR RWD project team and the
clinical lead put significant focus on fulfilling data
minimization principles and data governance. During the
feasibility phase the mapping of data sources for input
variables is delivered (both in terms of IT systems and
originating units). This allows traceability of study

FIGURE 7 | Overview of the text analytics workflow linked to the generator infrastructure and used to process and structure free text reports.
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contributions and–at study completion–careful validation of the
GDPR minimization principle, strictly related to the purpose of
processing.

2.8 Establishing a Multidisciplinary
Environment
As highlighted in the section on infrastructure, the
multidisciplinary aspect is a key part in the development of
Gemelli Generator. Data scientists, statistics experts,
mathematicians, medical doctors from different fields needed
to find a common ground and a shared language. In this
perspective, the core structure at Gemelli Generator originates
from a research group that grew up within the Oncology PhD
path at UCSC (Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore) side by side
with clinicians of Policlinico Gemelli IRCCS. In this way, the
senior data scientists at Gemelli Generator, all of which are post-
doctoral professionals, have a great aptitude for working on
research projects alongside with doctors, and at the same time
take advantage of an education path that ranged from research
methodologies, to advanced algorithmics, image analysis
methods, clinical approaches and medical language.

Conversely, the clinical professionals were able to build a
common communication framework with the data scientists,
and through it, a way of representing their needs, ideas,
intuitions. In this framework, a particular type of medical
doctor was defined, denominated “ambassador”, with skills
complementary to those of the senior data scientists, and the
ability to communicate easily with them. The ambassador is today
the first contact point in the interaction between a doctor and the
Gemelli Generator facility. From that point on, data scientists
work with doctors and become proxies that translate the needs of
the clinicians into technical requirements and help in the
execution of the research project.

The result we see today is that the doctors need not delve into
technicalities, and that clinical concepts are understood and
transformed into actions by Gemelli Generator Data Scientists.

3 FROM DATA TO KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY: EXECUTION FRAMEWORK
AND USE CASES.
The execution layer is a part of the Gemelli generator
Infrastructure, dedicated to the implementation and
application of Statistical Learning and Machine Learning
algorithms to data analysis.

Below are some examples of use cases that have already been
implemented in the Generator infrastructure. The impact of
these preliminary experiences on daily clinical practice and
their real value in terms of healthcare management has still to
be fully measured and validated in larger test frameworks.
Nevertheless, the potentialities expressed in the proves of
concept shown below, represent an ideal starting point to
set up an advanced AI based environment, with the aim to
foster research (section 3.1); achieve better clinical results
thanks to efficient clinical decision making support (sections

3.2-.4); ensure adherence to guidelines and good practice
(section 3.5); enable innovative biomarkers (section 3.6)
and offer overall better services and life experiences to the
patients (section 3.7) through the application of robust
analysis methodologies (section 3.8) in a robust ethics and
privacy preserving structure (section 3.8).

3.1 Patient Selection for Trials
In many branches of medicine, the development of
increasingly effective therapeutic strategies is based on
clinical trials of new treatments. The introduction in clinical
practice of new drugs is subject to the demonstration of
efficacy of new molecules in prospective randomized trials.
In the absence of therapeutic strategies aimed at healing, as for
example is the case in a relevant number of advanced
oncological diseases, facilitating the access of patients to
clinical trials allows the early use of innovative drugs and at
the same time prove their usefulness. In light of these
considerations, optimizing the accrual process of patients
into clinical trials is an essential goal towards managing the
well-being of patients and improving quality of care.

The specific enrollment of patients in clinical trials is
supervised by physicians who, based on the patient’s condition
and the characteristics of the disease, evaluate the possibility of
having the patient access a specific clinical trial currently active in
their treatment center. Typically, this process is done manually
with a considerable investment of time by the clinical staff who
have to select the patient and have to communicate his or her
placement within a specific study.

To develop a concrete solution to this problem, we connected a
series of Bots to the Generator infrastructure to kickstart a 3-
phased protocol based on these three individual components: a
pre-processing Bot, a successive data filtration Bot and a selection
dashboard.

In the first phase, the pre-configured data-source connections
of Generator allowed to quickly access a large number of different
databases and collected the contained data that was subsequently
pre-processed in order to conform to pre-defined ontologies and
guarantee data quality standard.

A second data filtration Bot was then employed to process the
now cleaned dataset by creating specific filter-oriented tables
based on the inclusion criteria for the specific study, with the
intent of tagging any patient not included in the aforementioned
criteria. It is worth noting that the filtration Bot incorporates a
notable amount of finely tuned text mining procedures, that
automate and greatly relieve the burden placed on the healthcare
operators tasked with identifying and reading the relevant patient
files. Patients are never specifically excluded but only tagged as
non-recruitable, in order to allow any end-user clinicians the
leeway to make specific clinical decisions based on the
circumstances.

The final dashboard then incorporated the outputs of the
previous Bots and allowed to interactively view specific
information about all suggested patients, and manually exclude
or include patients based on the clinical experience of the
involved clinicians, greatly reducing the time-requirements
needed to create a viable patient-accrual database.
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3.2 Avatars: patient clustering as a decision
support system.
The wealth of information and real world data that are currently
collected daily during the treatment pathways followed by
patients lend themselves well to be employed in models or
representations aimed at generating personalized-healthcare
protocols, treatment suggestions and risk analyses. To this
point, we aimed to give clinicians a more accurate overview of
the characteristics of the patients they see (and saw in the past) in
their daily practice, and at the same time allow a more in-depth
interaction with the patients by presenting easily readable
summaries of treatment options, with their correlated risks,
earlier patients with the same characteristics had undergone.
Creating digital representations (sometimes called Avatars) of
physical patients is seen as a primary need to accomplish this goal.
As a proof-of-concept, we started developing a self-updating
retrospective patient-clusterization engine for colorectal cancer
patients, based on the integration between both structured and
unstructured clinical data with available real world data,
functioning both as an interactive clinical support system, and
as a hypothesis generator through a data exploration and
simulation dashboard.

As an initial cohort, all colorectal cancer patients treated in our
hospital from 2015 to 2019 (a total of 2,641 patients) were selected
for this study. To extract data from our hospital’s operational
data-warehouses and production databases, we exploited our
Generator exchange infrastructure within our IT-based Real
World Data support environment. We then integrated specific
algorithms into the data extraction pipeline to sanitize, clean and
restructure the information flow, while applying text mining and
natural language processing technologies to the unstructured
texts. The results of this preprocessing were then refactored
through a specifically designed ontology to reveal any
duplicate info. This methodology results in the creation of
Data Marts which are continuously and automatically updated
with new data.

The developed algorithm and its underlying infrastructure
classify any newly identified patients based on the available
retrospective data, with the possibility of overriding or
manually modifying specific characteristics based on the
inputs by the clinician using the interface. The resulting
information presented through the dynamic interface allows to
thoroughly explore any retrospective patient present in the
database, to infer the best course of action based on historical
data and the experience of the clinician. Additionally, the
included interface also allows a more generalized exploration
workflow, that may even be decoupled from any specific reference
patient, to act as a hypothesis generator for the user, by clustering
information based on custom criteria and as such allowing to
generate an exploratory analysis of the available wealth of
information.

In its simplest form, this tool can be seen as a virtual physician:
a colleague with high availability, a perfect memory, and the
ability to quickly and accurately retrieve “similar patients” and
present their statistics in a graphical interface. Of course, the
definition of “similar patient” rests on a suitable study conducted

by specialized medical doctors and data scientists together and is
implemented technically via the adoption of a correct clustering
technology. An example of avatar representation is available in
Figure 8. This dashboard allows to quickly visualize the current
characteristics of the selected patient as they were extracted by the
Generator infrastructure. Additionally, the clinician can compare
the current patient (or a dynamic selection of his characteristics)
to the full pool of past patients and visualize specific desired
outcomes (in this case, a selection of perioperative adverse effects)
in relation to the entire pool of patients or a smaller pool of
patients deemed analogous to the current patient.

3.3 Decision Support Systems
The development of measures that allow treating physicians to
deliver tailored treatment, leads the transformation from a
population-based treatment toward a personalized medicine
concept with an essential role of Decision Support Systems
(DSS): tools that supply clinicians with deeper information, based
on elaboration of patient data, to help themhave a precise, structured
view of every single patient. Prediction tools such as nomograms,
either actionable online or offline, have the potential to improve
patient outcomes through enhancing the consistency and quality of
clinical decision-making, facilitating equitable and cost-effective
distribution of finite resources and encouraging behaviour
change, thus having a significant impact on care. Our vision is to
innovate healthcare (HC) delivery for patients by providing an
individualized treatment and care pathway through a clinical
decision-support system that will match AI with patient-centred
metrics. We see a future in which end-users, including patients, care
givers and HC providers, will benefit from a novel and
multidisciplinary approach of optimal care delivery for patient.

3.4 Guardian Bots
One of the crucial aspects for the validation and application in
clinical practice of predictive models is to identify a fast pipeline
in order to accelerate the adoption of these tools by clinicians. The
design and implementation of automated Bots that automatically
extract, feed and update the data that make-up the underlying
data mart is one of the challenges we faced.

As an example, we have developed an automated service to
alert clinicians if the probability of an adverse event for a patient is
increased over a given threshold, based on continuously updated
patient data. In our applications, this service is a predictive model
linked to the computerized medical record to provide clinicians
with the most up-to-date result possible.

We call this model Guardian Bot.-We deployed a specific use
case to test its benefits and challenges in the healthcare process in
the area of infectious diseases. An increase of healthcare-
associated infections caused by multidrug-resistant organisms
(MDRO) is currently observed. One of the main causes of the
emergence of a MDRO infection is an overuse of antibiotics.
Therefore, saving useless antibiotic treatment is currently a
priority from a public health point of view. The evaluation of
the risk of having a bloodstream infection will allow both
activating faster treatment decisions (when the risk is
significantly high) or to save useless resources in terms of
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diagnostic tests and treatments, also limiting the potential for side
effects (when the risk is significantly low).

The aim of our Proof-of-concept called Bacterium was to
develop a predictive system for an early detection of Blood
Stream Infection (BSI) in hospitalized patients by analysis
clinical, laboratory and microbiological variables. By using
the Gemelli Generator Real World Data infrastructure
previously described, a total number of 8,500 consultancies
of 7,500 hospitalized patients from 2016 to 2018 were
included in the study. An intensive activity of text mining
procedures has been used in the project by analyzing more
than 40 million text reports. Outcome of the study is the
implementation of prediction models used by clinicians to

support their decision in terms of type and duration of
antibiotic treatment.

The final deliverable of the Proof-of-Concept (PoC) was the
integration of the model in a web-based page accessible directly
from the electronical medical record (Figure 9) in order to
maximize the use and the transferability in daily practice of
the system developed. The implementation of the dashboard
allows the clinician to use the model directly at the patient’s
bedside without the need to manually enter variables identified as
possible predictors of bloodstream infection. By simply entering
the patient’s health code, the clinician will see on the screen the
probability of blood stream infection risk and the corresponding
risk level (red light elevated risk, orange medium risk and green

FIGURE 8 | Avatar representation of a fictitious example patient.

FIGURE 9 | Example of a user interface developed for the Guardian Bot linked to the computerized medical record.
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light low risk). Using the interface, the clinician can consult the
value of each of the variables considered in the model and can
change the value of some of them if a more up-to-date
examination value is available.

3.5 Conformance Checking
In a hospital setting a great amount of process-oriented data are
stored. These data typically arise from inpatient admission,
transfer between wards and discharge, but they also include
therapies and treatment administration, imaging or laboratory
exams requested and executed. The technique that is typically
used to analyse this data is called process mining. It is a data-
driven process analysis technique. It consists of analysing in detail
the business processes as they are carried out in everyday reality,
with the aim of mapping them, discovering their strengths,
weaknesses, and deviations from standard processes. For
process mining to work on these data, each event must be
marked with a timestamp so that the sequence of events can
be represented in a chronological process. One of the most
valuable analysis to be performed on these kinds of data is
conformance checking analysis. Conformance checking on
processes is a family of process mining techniques (Van der
Aalst 2016) that compare a process model with an event log of the
same process (Van der Aalst 2011).

It is used to check if the actual execution of a process, as
recorded in the event log, conforms to the model and vice versa.
The interpretation of non-conformance depends on the purpose
of the model. Discrepancies between model and log indicate that
the model needs to be improved to capture reality better. Recently
a growing interest in these techniques has gained ground in the
healthcare domain with collaborative workshops and initiatives
such as in (Gatta et al., 2017; Gatta et al., 2020). One of the most
interesting applications in healthcare is to compare the real
clinical pathway of a patient with a process model to check
how much a specific healthcare provider is adhering to a clinical
guideline in order to assess the quality of care and improve daily
practice accordingly (Lenkowicz et al., 2018). As research group
we developed a software tool that implements the process mining
analysis pipeline, which can be found in (Gatta et al., 2017).

3.6 Radiomics
The use and role of medical imaging technologies has greatly
expanded during the last decade from that of a mainly diagnostic,
qualitative tool, to acquiring a central role in the context of
individualized medicine, with a quantitative value. Several studies
have been developed to analyze and quantify different imaging
features (e.g. descriptors of intensity distribution, spatial
relationships between the various intensity levels, texture
heterogeneity patterns, shape descriptors etc.) and the
relationships of the tumor to surrounding tissues, to identify
relationships with treatment outcomes or gene expressions
(Lambin et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2012). In this scenario,
radiomics is emerging as an innovative technique of high
throughput extraction of quantitative features from standard
radiological images, creating high dimensional dataset followed
by data mining approaches for improved decision support
(Parekh and Jacobs, 2016; Zwanenburg et al., 2020; Gatta

et al., 2018). We hypothesize that radiomics features, being a
robust quantification of imaging phenotypes, will potentially add
layer in early and accurate diagnosis, prognostication and
treatment stratification, with promising first evidence such as
in (Akinci D Antonoli et al., 2020, Nero et al., 2020). As research
group we developed a software tool that implements the
radiomics analysis pipeline (Figure 10), which can be found in
(Gatta et al., 2017).

3.7 Patient Service
Models of patient management and treatment delivery are rapidly
changing. The increasing adoption of the integrative Predictive,
Preventive, Personalized and Participatory (P4) Medicine
foresees a significant change in the role of patients, who
become main actors in their own care pathway (Hood and
Flores 2012; Flores et al., 2013).

This approach is naturally leading to an innovative assistance
model and completely new services, among which digital tools
that enable a much closer interaction between healthcare
professionals and patients/caregivers have a key role. In this
context, the use of advanced remote assistance systems able to
collect PROMs (Patients Reported Outcome Measures) and
PREMs (Patient Reported Experience Measurements)
represents an innovative and valuable opportunity.

Gemelli Generator is indeed developing with the healthcare
professionals several digital tools for a new remote collaborative
model to continuously monitor the patients in their daily life and
early capture the evolution of their disease, in addition to
establish proximity and relief.

RWD from several domains like symptoms, Quality of Life,
psychological and disease status evaluations, functional tests and
treatment adherence are collected by dedicated mobile Apps.

These digital systems are often enriched by integrating the use
of wearable devices for the continuous measurement of objective
parameters and vitals (Figure 11).

Critical situations are immediately identified and all RWD are
integrated with hospital clinical data in an e-Clinical platform by
means of AI algorithms and translated in useful insights for
healthcare professionals for an effective individual patient
management.

3.8 Traceability of Methods and Results
Any scientific result must be, by definition, reproducible. This is
true both when research results are published in a peer-reviewed
paper, and when they form the deliverable of a project developed
with an industrial partner. In any case, we need to be able to prove
that our results come from a reproducible methodology applied
to authentic data (National Academies of Sciences Engineering,
and Medicine, 2019). Also, in the scenario where a data-driven
method is exploited within clinical practices (e.g., an AI algorithm
that supports decision from the clinical staff) this concept of
traceability is the foundation for an audit process that may also
lead to certify the method as a medical device. Traceability
process is a matter evolving in terms of requisites, methods
and tools. In general terms, which must be addressed at
multiple levels: data must be tracked up to the single patient
and clinical event; algorithms–and parameters - used in the
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research process must be perfectly identified; algorithms
implementation and software tools must be identified and
accessible, in combination with scripts and workflow used in
the study. Lastly, when the study is executed to fulfill a contractual
obligation with an external party, some form of mapping between
such contract terms and the step-by-step view of the workflow
must be secured.

Ideaey, when running the data through the algorithm chain we
should obtain the same results as in the published research, with a
small caveat for stochastic algorithms (like stochastic gradients
and Monte Carlo sampling methods), for which a “close
approximation” compromise is accepted for mathematical
reasons involving the random elements introduced by the
algorithm.

Fulfilling this multi-layered demand for traceability and
reproducibility t can be harder than it appears. In Generator
research protocols, we are pursuing different approaches, also
depending on the context of the specific study, with the aim to
define standardized, yet adaptive approaches that can be
replicated across studies.

The easiest solution for data is to take a snapshot of the
research dataset, duly anonymized, and archive it in an ad-hoc
long-term backup solution. We still need means to remap the
records in the backup dataset back to the physical patient. Given
its importance, this traceability process is directly linked to the
second layer of the Generator infrastructure but, there is a
constraint: as already noted, patient data in Generator data
marts are pseudonymized with a unique ID. But this ID is

FIGURE 10 |Workflow of radiomics analysis includes segmentation of a medical image, features extraction, and integration of radiomics features with other clinical
biomarkers.

FIGURE 11 | Example of the integration of heterogeneous data with the aim of offering innovative and more efficient patient services through the use of digital tools.
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remappable, at the ICT Datawarehouse level, to a unique patient.
In this way, patient privacy is enforced because the remapping
happens at a level higher than Gemelli Generator, which in this
way keeps its patient-agnostic character intact.

Coming to algorithms and methods (Alston and Rick 2020),
one might argue that the research paper itself or a professionally
written documentation are already sufficient to ensure that the
same computation pipeline can be reproduced later. While this is
theoretically true, things can be harder when you want to run the
data through the pipeline and hopefully obtain the same results.
Data scientists know from direct experience that as time passes
new versions of operating systems, packages, libraries, are made
available, sometimes involving a change in function invocation
signature, different algorithm implementations, or even
unrecoverable conflicts with other components. Sometimes,
software products are no longer maintained and at the worst
possible moment you discover that they cannot be installed on the
current version of a given operating system. In brief: there are
several things that can go wrong, especially when years have
passed since when the study was completed.

A possible solution to this issue, which we are testing within
the Generator infrastructure is containerization. A Docker
container, including both the research environment and the
pseudonymized data is stored in a secure backup area, ready
to be mounted and run to repeat the exact study pipeline.

Finally, a certification both of content and of date can be
applied to the container, using technologies like the blockchain,
making it impossible to alter the container and configuring in this
way a real asset which, in the case of an industrial contract, can be
shown as proof of fulfillment of a contract obligation. This is one
of the aspects that we will explore in the near future as a possible
solution to this issue, also in the context of multiparty efforts and
research consortia.

This solution for data is probably the best way to obtain safe,
privacy-safe reproducibility while keeping impact low and
minimizing risks.

3.9 Generalizability, Explainability and
Ethical issues as challenges for AI in
Medical Research.
AI offers powerful tools to researchers to extract knowledge from
vast amounts of data. This is especially true when data are
available in massive quantities and the number of independent
variables is high: a scenario in which Gemelli Generator is often
involved. One of the most notable examples of the wide
applicability of AI is given by Deep Learning, the way we call
Neural Networks withmore than one hidden layer (Boldrini et al.,
2019a).

The peculiar ability of deep neural networks to build models
from data was certified by theorems proved between 1989 and
1999 (Cybenko 1989), but see also the nice visual demonstration
at the website http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap4.
html, showing mathematically that any multivariate function can
be simulated with arbitrary precision by a deep neural network of
adequate complexity, provided that an adequate amount of data is
available. This is one of the reasons for the impressing

development of this technique, especially after computing
power, fast storage, and data science libraries began to be
available at reasonable costs. Similar considerations can be
made about other AI techniques, such as Random Forests, an
ensemble method of classification and regression consisting in the
construction, based on training data, of several decision trees, that
are then asked to vote on new, never seen before instances that
need to be classified automatically at a later time. Both these
methods are powerful and widely used, but they share a common
problem: that of explainability.

It has been recognized during the second decade of this
century (https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-
intelligence) that, although complex models, typical of AI and
machine learning, like deep neural networks and random forests,
are more expressive and can capture higher levels of complexity,
there is a price to pay: they tend to function as black boxes
(Abernethy et al., 2010). Let’s consider a linear regression
problem. the model we obtain is directly explainable: the
weights in the expression tell us the importance and effect of
each covariate in the model, and the theory of hypothesis testing
gives us a lot of information on how much we should trust the
model based uniquely on the data used to fit it. Quite similar is the
situation with logistic regression, talking about classifiers. Those
models are known as transparent.

But with machine learning models, it’s a different story. Deep
neural networks, applied both to regression and classification
problems, are all but transparent. There is no direct way to
associate the coefficients, for example, to some definite effect
in the model. The same goes for random forests, our other
example of classifier. These are called opaque models.

Matt Durek (https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-
artificial-intelligence) expresses all the doubts about the
interpretation of AI models behaviour with six questions, that
any user can ask when seeing AI at work (see the supplemental
material for further information). These questions can be
considered the starting point of the discipline called
eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) (Guidotti et al., 2018).

In our experience, this is indeed a critical issue. Traditionally,
clinical research relies on the well-established apparatus of
statistics and epidemiology. As shown in our basic examples
about linear and logistic regressions, those disciplines offer
transparent methods and solid tools for testing and validating
their results. With AI, this is not readily available. A paradigm
change is happening, and we do not want to give up on the
opportunities that new Machine Learning (ML) technologies
offer; at the same time, we are looking for ways to understand
better the meaning of AI methods (Amparore et al., 2021). A new
emerging discipline called Algorethics (Benanti 2019; Benanti
2020) studies the problem of using opaque automated methods to
take important decisions with a big ethical impact. Clinical
research is one of the fields in which this problem is felt
strongly: a doctor has the right to know on what basis an AI
driven Decision Support System is producing its output: any
unjustified choice is unacceptable in a clinical setting.

For these reasons, our choice at Gemelli Generator is to use
opaque methods only when their performance is higher than that
of an equivalent transparent method, or when an equivalent
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transparent method is not available. Nevertheless, there are
specific fields of ML for clinical research in which this is often
the case, as in Radiomics applications. As an example of how we
can understand the functioning of an opaque algorithm, heat
maps can be generated to show what areas of a medical image
contributed most to a given classification, giving an insight to
medical doctors to better understand and possibly formulate new
clinical hypotheses. Figure 12 shows the use of this method to
visualize the areas of a fluorescein angiography of the fundus
oculi that were most relevant for the output of a deep learning
algorithm trained on images to predict retinal detachment in
prematurely born infants (Lepore et al., 2020).

When opaque methods are used, cross validation techniques
are mandatory to prevent overfitting, the typical behaviour of
neural networks to fit “too well” learning data, only to fail
dangerously on unseen data.

At the end of the learning phase, an external validation on
unseen data is performed to test the ability of the model to work
correctly on new data (generalizability).

4 FROM KNOWLEDGE TO VALUE

4.1 Research-Industry Cooperation in
Digital Medicine
The examples of digital healthcare cooperation with industrial
partners are growing fast, since both large clinical centers and
enterprises (e.g., in Pharma or Electro-medical industries) are
now fully aware of the potential from data-driven approaches for
applied research.

From the process/methodology standpoint, the most relevant
challenges for this type of project are related to privacy and ethical
aspects. Therefore, it is key that within a framework like
Generator, particular care is directed to the following topics:

Clear definition of study aims, in-depth description and
evaluation of patient benefits, and focus on how the social
community and different stakeholders will see these benefits
translated into quality of care, personalized care, etc.

Methods and algorithms must be detached from individual
patient information and detailed clinical history. Technical
measures for data privacy and data protection must follow an
extremely high standard. Research workflow must be auditable
and repeatable.

Leveraging the role of the Open Innovation Unit (OIU) as
prime interface to external cooperation, GENERATOR RWD has
already started some key industry-oriented research projects. The
OIU is a branch of Policlinico Gemelli Scientific Directorate
(IRCCS). Their staff is mainly composed of clinical specialists and
business development experts, who work as a shared service to the
rest of the organization, and especially in support of the Hospital
Departments to facilitate relationships with medical/
pharmaceutical industry and the expanded innovation
ecosystem (Universities, Research Centers, Service Providers).
They help transforming innovation ideas and pilot programs into
structured programs and support the clinical staff throughout the
full cycle from early creation to deployment. In doing so, they
support program/project design, budgeting and contractual
phases. The high degree of innovation intrinsic of these
partnerships require novel approaches to the project
architecture and contract setup, very much relying on
concepts like co-creation/co-development, as well as agile
project management approaches (such as design thinking;
minimum viable products; agile and scrum methods).
Therefore, these projects are developed starting from the
ultimate beneficiary perspective (the patient and his/her
caregiver), the gaps and pain points that are impeding better
care and outcomes; and a series of data/evidence driven initiatives
that allow to exploit the partnership knowledge base and expertise
to create disease prevention algorithms, methods to simulate
prognostic responses, and new integrated care model based on
extensive adoption of digital platforms.

As per the general approach for data privacy/protection within
GENERATOR, none of these projects give access to patient data.
Retrospective analysis delivers secondary data analysis which can
provide aggregated evidence which are useful for incidence/
severity scoring; learning algorithms are translated in synthetic
data/methods which are not attached to individual patient data;
the adoption of new therapies supported by digital methods is
always experimented in the context of trials that engage candidate
patients through informed consent and continuous, transparent
engagement.

Moreover, the last layer of the Generator infrastructure
provides a whole series of technologies and tools such as
distributed learning and the sandbox (which will be explored
in more detail in the following paragraphs with two use cases)
that allow corporate or academic partners to work on data
without having direct access to it. Furthermore, the
GENERATOR team has put in place dedicated technical
frameworks providing additional data protection in the
context of external cooperation and multi-centric initiatives.

FIGURE 12 | Using a heatmap to visualize areas of an image that
contributed to the output of a deep learning model (Fluoresceine Angiography
Imaging of Fundus Oculi from (Lepore et al., 2020))
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4.2 Industrial Research on Patient DataWith
Elevated Privacy Requirements: The
Sandbox
In our first use case, an external party wants to learn a model
from our data. They have the workflow and need the data.
Instead of giving them the data, we ask them to containerize
the workflow and put it at work in the Generator Sandbox. In
Figure 13, the needed dataset is made available to the workflow
thanks to the link with an ad-hoc Datamart (left). The desired
workflow can be designed, developed and tested outside
Generator using synthetic data produced through the
application of perturbative methods to real patient data to
mimic the same structure and distributions that the workflow
will work on once installed in the sandbox (see for example
(Goncalves et al., 2020). A list of typical algorithms is already
made available by the Sandbox (top of Figure 13).

Results are produced in the form of reports that are made
available to the external party on demand or at scheduled times
(right).

Generator data scientists reserve the right to inspect the
output of the workflow, which is certified for datetime and
content in a dedicated certified repository (bottom). the
possibility of making this content blockchain certified is
currently under study.

The sandbox is a neutral space in which Generator data
scientists need not access the algorithms, while third parties

do not see data. Availability of a certified repository of all past
runs of the workflow and of the results obtained is key to the
establishment of a constructive relation between Generator and
external partners, with the result that knowledge extraction
becomes possible without endangering intellectual property,
data ownership and patient rights.

4.3 Multicentric Research Without Sharing
Patient Data: Federated Learning
It is a known fact that the most robust models are learned and
validated on large volumes of data. This is even more important
when the number of variables grows, and when machine learning
models are used, that do not include significance tests like those of
inferential statistics and hypothesis testing.

For this reason, multi-centric studies are regarded as a
solution: learning and validating the same model on patients’
data from different institutions allows for an even greater volume
and variability, once the semantic alignment has been achieved
via the adoption of a suitable terminological system to harmonize
the real meaning of covariates coming from various places.

But then another problem arises: that of centralizing the data
in one place to perform the learning and validation effort.

As seen in the earlier paragraphs, letting real patient data out
of the hospital walls poses a series of problems; if all other issues
are overcome, legislation makes it hard in some countries, even

FIGURE 13 | A representation of the Sandbox.
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impossible in others. Fortunately, there are mathematical
techniques that allow learning a model without sharing data,
achieving the same result that would have been obtained with
data sharing (Deist et al., 2020) (Figure 14).

For learning models based on the gradient methods family
(also including Newton Raphson method, and proximal
gradient for non–differentiable terms as in the norm-1
regularize in the LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and

FIGURE 14 | Main characteristics of Federated Learning.

FIGURE 15 | (A)–A horizontally partitioned dataset: each one of the three datasets includes full patients. b)–a vertically partitioned dataset: each institution includes
a subset of the covariates for all patients.
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Selection Operator)), associativity is exploited (Lu et al., 2015).
Stochastic gradient and mini batch methods are used for Neural
Networks and Deep Learning (Boldrini et al., 2019b), averaging
methods for Bayesian Networks (Sieswerda et al., 2020), while
ensemble methods, like Random Forests, are naturally
distributable. More advanced methods can be leveraged, like
the ADMM (Alternate Directions Method of Multipliers)
(Boyd et al., 2011; Damiani et al., 2015), making vertically
partitioned datasets and checkerboard partitioned data
tractable (Figure 15).

Preliminary analysis (Damiani et al., 2018) and Validation (Shi
et al., 2019) are also fundamental parts of the workflow, and their
distributed versions are available for different algorithms.

Data Scientists working at Gemelli Generator have gained
experience on Distributed Learning during their PhD years and
are able to be part in distributed efforts in international groups as
partners, leaders, and developers of ad-hoc solutions for new
cases. A few DL efforts are currently ongoing with partners across
the world.

4.4 Gemelli Generator and International
Cooperation
The architecture and project framework implemented at
Generator aims also at enabling innovative projects in the
context of multi-country advanced research initiatives such as
European-funded programs such as Horizon Europe and
similar ones.

There are recurrent challenges during design and
implementation phases of such multi-party initiatives, that
sometime becomes showstoppers for these important
collaborative efforts.

Integration of skills is critical in the design phase, to have a
clear end-to-end view (medical expertise combined with
technology and process view) of overall feasibility, incremental
delivery of results and clear identification of attention points and
complexity that consortia must address.

Moreover, a clear definition of the logical components of the
project is key for the success of such initiatives in a large
consortium. The availability of standard blocks for execution
in terms of technical steps; the definition of data model, data and
model flows, and the enforcement of security and privacy
practices that can be adopted from all Consortium members
in a standardize fashion is a major enabler and dependency.

We have experienced that the introduction of Generator
architecture and process blueprint can be an accelerator, given
that some of the assets needed in design and implementation are
already available as generic artefacts, and can accelerate the
learning curve virtually for all project partners.

5 DISCUSSION

The Gemelli Generator Real World Data experience stems from
two well established assets: availability of a huge amount of
historical patient data, well maintained, constantly updated,
and made easily accessible through the ICT structure of

Policlinico Gemelli; and a group of data scientists and doctors
that built together, during 7 years of tight collaboration, a
multidisciplinary approach to knowledge extraction from Real
World Data in clinical research.

In designing and developing the Gemelli Generator
Infrastructure, a few challenges had to be faced, and some
founding principles were chosen since the beginning: the Big
Data approach for data management; the Rapid Learning
paradigm to extract value from data in a multidisciplinary,
evolving, personalized medicine-oriented framework; a flexible
standardization of clinical data via the use of formal and non-
formal ontologies; a high level of automation in the data transfer;
a “privacy by design” approach, as dictated by the GDPR, also in
view of the protection of data ownership and intellectual
property.

From the beginning, a few data marts were established and,
correspondingly, clinical studies of different kinds were
conducted, to serve as proof of concept for clinical researchers
that were interested in working with real world data. At the same
time, a parallel line of work was created to deal with four Horizon
2020 projects that the facility is currently involved in. A few
industrial collaborations were also started, which gave the facility
the chance of testing the feasibility and appropriateness of the
structural choices, with a special emphasis on patient privacy
protection and data ownership.

During this first year of activity, the approach was
confirmed to be solid, and the interest in using research
services offered by Gemelli Generator RWD has been
indeed quite high, both from internal investigators, the
Gemelli Hospital clinical researchers, and from external
research subjects of different nature: academic, industrial,
and institutional. The wide range of aspects touched by the
projects proposed by our partners has confirmed the
importance of a multidisciplinary, personalized
approach, which in turn results in several time-
consuming activities to be performed. This is the main
take-away message of these 12 months, which leads the
facility to invest in the automation of some data
management tasks. We provided a broad overview of
the most relevant Generator projects (published during
this first year of activity) in the supplemental materials
under. Additionally, all of the four Horizon 2020 projects
in which Generator is involved aim at producing
measurable, health improvement-related KPIs, as such
we intend to be able to demonstrate the tangible
clinical benefits of our infrastructure thanks to these
projects. The timeframe of those project is between two
to 4 years.

For these reasons, our wish for the short–medium term is to
enable some data management functions to be fully or at least
partially automated, starting with the Sandbox and Federated
Learning infrastructures, which will be operative in September
2021, while three other development lines have been launched for
the creation of an AI based data catalog to rationalize and
optimize data selection and data mart updating, for
streamlining the process of data value creation, and for
building a certifiable research reproducibility framework.
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